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Abstract 
Multiscalar architectures are a class of architectures which explolt pardlel~sm, between 
groups of basicblocks (called multiblocks), in a sequentla1 program by follow~ng multiple 
(control) paths speculat~vely With dynamic loadbalancmng, uneven sized multiblocks 
can be efficiently executed To minimse the scheduling overhead, the multiblocks must 
be large To mmnimse the delays and penalties due to data dependence between the 
multiblocks, the data dependence has to be reduced and streamlined Thls thesis looks 
into archtectural and compiler techniques to form and handle large mult~blocks, with 
reduced costs due to data dependence 
The class~cal two bit branch prediction scheme has been extended to support multi- 
blocks w~th more than two exits A novel stack architecture has been proposed to allow 
speculative stack accesses without using large buffers A repster file, instead of the data 
queue In the classical multiscdar architecture, between the processing elements has been 
shown to be a more efficient means of data communication 
The applicablllty of some standard loop tranformatlons to the multiscalar architecture 
has been discussed The importance of induction variable isolation and loop interchange 
! )r t  e been evaluated A technique of handling accumulators in loops in a decoupled 
manner has been discussed 
A method of awssmg the reglster dependence between multiblocks has been proposed 
and an algorithm to identlfy multlblocks from the program executable, based the on 
register dependence, has been designed 
